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One question I need to answer first. This is very important.
Can I use the exorcism blessing you have on your website to exorcise oil, salt and water
myself?
Yes, as a Christian believer you can use the blessing. Be aware, however, that unless you are a
true hands-on apostolically ordained minister, pastor or priest, your exorcism or prayer is only
“private prayer”. The power of the entire Church is not behind the exorcism unless even as a
minister, pastor or priest, you do not have the blessing of your Bishop to exorcise the oil, salt
and water. Therefore, your exorcism will not contain the power necessary to combat true
demons. Do not think that it will. What can happen instead is that they will simply hide and the
condition you are attempting to clear or exorcise can result in violent attacks on yourself and
the people you are trying to help.
*** Never, Ever, use exorcised oil and salt to “make money”.
Anything truly blessed will lose its blessing if you try to sell it in any way or profit by using it for
someone. You cannot even ask for or suggest a specific donation amount. That is considered
‘selling’ as you are putting a price on your services. All your efforts will be for nothing and the
demons will know you have compromised yourself in the process.
Clearing and protecting yourself, your family, home, office or any building.
Always remember to anoint yourself, your family and even your pets with exorcised oil before
proceeding.
Pets are anointed using exorcised oil placed with your right thumb in the sign of the cross on the
top of their head only, do not spray with salt or salted water.
How to anoint yourself and others.
Make the sign of the cross on your body in many places with your right thumb, repeating “In the
Name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit” each time you make the sign of the cross.
Here’s how to begin:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Make the sign of the cross + on your forehead.
The top of your head
The nape of your neck where your skull meets your neck.
The small of your back, about waist-line high.
Your navel area.
Your sternum.

7. Your throat.
8. Your mouth.
9. Your nose.
10. Your ear lobes.
11. Your eyelids.
12. The top of each hand.
13. The top of each foot.
14. Finish with one more blessing to your forehead.
Always anoint yourself on the forehead before anointing someone else or your pets. Pets are
anointed on the forehead only.
Using Exorcised Water and Salt.
Place a few grains in a clean spray bottle or bowl. Use holy water or any clean water to fill the
bottle or bowl. The Salt will exorcise the water as well. You can use a few grains to exorcise an
entire bathtub of water. Do not use a lot of salt in the water as it is not necessary and may harm
your paint or furniture, etc.
Spray your house as follows:
Begin with the front door, spray the sign of the cross, again saying “In the name of the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit” as you spray.
1. Move to your right and spray each corner right above the floorboards, where the salt will
not be washed off or vacuumed up.
2. Continue to move to your right, spraying each corner, as well as one spray on the ceiling
of each room and one spray on the floor.
3. Spray each room, and if you cannot spray on the bottom of the wall, spray the top corner
(bathroom shower areas, packed closets, etc.).
4. Do not spray food cupboards, medicine chests, or dressers inside.
5. Continue your spraying until each corner in every room is sprayed, as well as each closet.
6. Finish back at the front door. Spray one more sign of the cross on it.
Now take your exorcised oil and make the sign of the cross on each door that leads to the
outside. Make the sign of the cross on the inside and outside of each door and around the door
frame of each “outside” door, including any door leading to the garage and basement. You can
also do this with any door of any room that has activity inside it.
Spray the exorcised salt water across the base of the door frame or use some salt itself to create a
‘safety line’ across that area. Remember that salt can be moved or swept up, so I like to spray
first, then sprinkle a little salt. Just a little or you could have something of a mess with thick salt
applications. You don’t want the salt to dissolve rubber door guides or stops, so just a few grains
will do the job.

If you have an attic or basement, do the same thing, salt each corner of the room and spray the
doorway inside and out. If you have a basement where there are problems, sprinkle some salt
around on the floor. This will close any vortex or portal often experienced in basements.
Do the same with your garage. Spray each corner and spray across the bottom of the garage door
as well as the door inside and out with the sign of the cross.
Sprinkle a little salt under the front seats of your vehicles where it will not be picked up by wet
or muddy feet and displaced.
Anoint your car by using the sign of the cross with exorcised oil, beginning with the hood, and
go around the car clockwise, blessing each fender and door, top of the car and bumpers until you
arrive back where you began, and remake the sign of the cross over the top of the first cross you
made earlier.
Securing a perimeter around your property:
Begin at the sidewalk in front of your front door, just before it meets the public sidewalk or
street. Make the sign of the cross by spraying it on your sidewalk. Move to your right and, using
a pencil or screwdriver, flat is best, make a hole, drop a St. Benedict or St. Michael blessed
medal in the hole. Repack the dirt into the hole and spray the sign of the cross over it. Continue
around the corners of your property line placing medals at each of those corners until you arrive
back where you began, and spray the sign of the cross over the first one you sprayed.
If you have cement instead of dirt on the corners, you can place the medal on the cement or even
on the outside corner of your house with Gorilla Glue, wetting the surface slightly with spray and
the medal as well, apply the glue to the medal and place it on the wall, using clear Gorilla tape or
painting tape to keep it in place until the glue dries. You can do this on any cement, brick or
wood surface as well. Once that Gorilla Glue dries, the medal will stay put.
Use these same methods for blessing any property or office building.
If there is any room or area where ‘ghost-like’ activity is a problem, write the Epiphany House
Blessing either on the door itself with Blessed Chalk, Blessed Crayons or on a piece of paper and
secure it to the door with 3M Magic Tape. I have Chalk and Crayons already blessed I can send
you or you can simply take a box to your local priest, tell him you want them blessed for the
Epiphany Blessing and he will bless them.
The Epiphany blessing will stop all activity within 20 feet of it’s placement. You can literally
write or place the blessing on every door of your home, especially closet doors and basement or
attic areas to stop ‘ghostly’ activity.
THE EPIPHANY HOUSE BLESSING:
Inscribe the beginning of the year first, and the initials of the 3 Wise Men (also interpreted
as (The initials, C, M, B, can also be interpreted as the Latin phrase “Christus mansionem

benedicat“ which means “Christ bless this house”.) This blessing is usually done at Epiphany
around the first part of each new year, but can actually be done at any time to bless your home.
20 + C + M + B + 16 On January 1st, 2017 or any future year, change the number from 16 to
17, etc. and reapply the blessing.
The Prayer:
“O Lord God, bless this Thy creature chalk that it may be used for the salvation of the human
race. Through the invocation of Thy most Holy Name grant that whoever shall take of this chalk
and write with it upon the doors of his house the names of Thy saints, Caspar, Melchior and
Balthasar, may through their merits and intercession receive health of body and protection of
soul. Through Christ our Lord. Amen.”
or this prayer may be said:
“Loving God, bless this chalk which you have created, that it may be helpful to your people; and
grant that through the invocation of your most Holy Name all those who with it write the names
of your saints, Caspar, Melchior, and Balthazar, may receive health of body and protection of
soul for all who dwell in the homes where this chalk is used, we make this prayer through Jesus
the Christ. Amen.”
Jesus said “Whatever you ask the Father in my name, I will do it, that the Son may glorify the
Father.” Jesus always said for us to pray to the Father in his name. This is very important to
remember.
ADDITIONAL MEASURES YOU CAN TAKE:







It is also good, if you have been under heavy attack, to put a pinch of exorcised salt in
your bathtub and totally immerse yourself several times into the water to completely clear
yourself and use the oil afterwards to anoint those areas I just named to seal yourself from
further personal attack. Especially is some sort of witchcraft is involved.
Then I say a deliverance prayer. I say this every day, at least one short prayer. If they’re
short, it’s easy to do quickly.
Sprinkle blessed salt in your car, put some in your purse or wallet, even a few grains in
your right pocket will help. Carry blessed salt with you to keep you safe all day long.
Remember to anoint your home phone and even your phone and desk at work with the
blessed oil.
Anoint every cable line or your wireless modem with exorcised oil. That will keep
demonic influences from attacking you through your television and any other devices,
including your computer, iPad, tablet or cell phone using that signal.

You don’t need to cleanse your home every day. You can, of course reapply if you notice
activity picking up. Oil doesn’t dissipate, salt does not change chemical nature (used like this)
and neither does water. The one personal thing I do every day is reapply the Holy Water or
blessed oil to my forehead after a shower. Then blot most of it off. That’s it. And you’re

blocking all satanic input and the traveling demon show. No more constant influx of traffic in
and about your mind, body, home, vehicle or even your office. I often spray one spray daily of
holy water mixed with exorcised salt in each room of my house to clear the energy field of the
home also. This keeps the house de-ionized and does not allow negative entities to ‘recharge’
themselves so easily in your home. It’s very important to not give them a source of energy to
feed on.






For your property, if, in your situation, there has been witchcraft involved, back it off
first by sprinkling Holy Water and Blessed salt counterclockwise around your property
line.
Make the sign of the cross on your sidewalk or on the ground where the path from your
home meets the street (put a small stake to tell you where you began if on bare ground)
and proceed to your left around the property ending where you began by completing the
barrier ‘crossing the cross’ so that it is complete and firm.
Then begin again, this time taking the Holy Water and Blessed salt clockwise (to your
right) until you again seal the boundary line. It is important to lay this barrier as all inside
the barrier will be kept clear of influence by negative entities. If there is no witchcraft
involved, simply do this one time clockwise. You may have to reapply from time to time
if the salt is washed away.

Now you may think what I have just laid out for you is just superstitious and silly. I say to you,
“If water, oil and salt don’t work, then why did the 12 Tribes of Israel, Jesus and the Apostles
use it?” Because the Word of God is eternal. It worked then, it works now. Try it. You’ll see.
Things will drastically improve in your life. Your health, both mental and physical, and even the
behavior and mood of those around you will get better, even those on drugs or alcohol.
Remember, anyone can do this. It does not matter what faith you practice or even if you believe
at all. This is a gift from God for all mankind. If you need help, just do this. You will find
immediate relief and over time, it will heal your land, your home and yourself and family. And it
will NOT make things worse. Truly. It is the only thing I know that does not usually worsen your
situation, but gives you clarity and freedom instead.
If in fact, activity does increase in intensity or happens more often, contact me immediately. A
much more dangerous demonic entity is involved and may require a complete exorcism.
VERY IMPORTANT:
Negative entities thrive in situations where there is a lot of negative emotion. Do not fight or
quarrel in your home if possible. Try to understand that everyone else in the home is exhausted
and tired also and be more charitable and gracious towards each other. It would be good to pray
together at least once a day, even if only to say grace at your mealtime. Having someone read a
Bible verse is also good. Remind these negative energies that God is in charge, they are not.
Handling Cursed or Infested Items.








First and most important rule!! Never break, burn or smash items you
think may be cursed or infested!! “If you have a glass of water and break
it, the water goes everywhere.” Likewise will spirits flee and hide
elsewhere.
Objects can become containers, no matter if it’s just a piece of paper.
BURY, DO NOT TEAR OR BURN, ever!
You can also drop cursed objects in a river, just weight it down first. Use
a deep free flowing ‘river’ not an irrigation canal or still water lake or
dam.
Running water will negate the curse. Still water will not and if the water
dries up, you’re in trouble again.

Do not do this with items that can contaminate the water or large items. Pray a
binding prayer (one is listed below) over them and break them up and bury
them safely.
Telephones:
If you are having a problem with strange unsettling calls or your phone rings, even if is not
plugged in, or…you answer and strange sounds or voices issue from your phones…take these
steps.
Note: When blessing objects or even yourself, apply the oil or water to your thumb. Do not spray
or pour. Electrical shock or even in some cases fire can result from spraying or pouring liquid
onto electrical items or items that are near electrical plugs or equipment. Use scotch or other tape
to hold salt onto item. Place the salt on the tape first, then secure the tape to the item.
Bless all the phone lines coming into the house and those that proceed to each phone. If you have
remote phones, bless the line to the base as well as the electrical cord (not near the outlet but
further down the cord to prevent shock). Use Holy Water and Blessed Oil to do this, making the
sign of the cross on each cord or plug in as well as your phones themselves.
Say the blessing ‘In the name of the Father+, the Son+ and the Holy Spirit+ each time you make
the sign of the cross with the water and oil. You may also put a few grains of salt under the base
or on a piece of scotch tape and tape it to the base.
Always ‘clear’ your ear and forehead with some Holy Water after getting such calls and also use
a bit of blessed oil to ‘seal’ your ears from further abuse.
You may also use this technique to clear your television sets or other electronics in your home.
Shiny Surfaces:
Many times entities or spirits will attach themselves to shiny objects; slivered antique mirrors,
ordinary mirrors, shiny silver, anything that reflects light. They realize your eyes are drawn to

sparkle or reflections. Spray them with exorcised salt and water, and place exorcised oil directly
to the glass in the sign of the cross on the mirror to seal these objects from further infestation. Set
the mirror outside in the sun for a few days.
Sometimes you may have to actually remove a mirror from your home. Do not break it or
destroy it in the process. Take it off your property completely and bury it if possible. It must be
covered with white cloth if you are going to destroy it, but even then, that is not a good idea.
Bind whatever spirit is within the mirror with a binding prayer.
“Evil spirit, I bind you in the Name of Jesus Christ, and command you to go to the foot of the
cross.”
This prayer is found on the below linked website, but there are many other binding prayers that
can be used.
http://www.catholictools.com/blog/2010/01/05/binding-rebuking-and-commanding-evilspirits/
Cursed or Infested Objects of Any Kind:
To RID yourself of a cursed or infested object, (hopefully it is small) get a white garbage bag
and wearing gloves, place it inside. Tie the bag shut using string, cord or thread, wrapping the
cord and tying a knot each time for a total of three wraps and three knots, making the sign of the
cross over each knot and saying the blessing. Then make the sign of the cross on the outside of
the bag with blessed oil and bury the bag off your property. After filling the hole, sprinkle the
ground with Holy Water.
“A cord of three strands is not quickly broken.” – Ecclesiastes 4:12 By wrapping the cord three
times around the bag and knotting three times, it makes a very strong bond to bind the evil inside
the bag. In this case I view the “three” as the Trinity as did Saint Patrick of Ireland.
If the object is large, such as a dresser, bookcase or piano, it is best to take it off your property,
carefully dismantle the item and bury the pieces together in a hole, first anointing the item pieces
by spraying them with Holy Water, then covering the hole with dirt and topping the dirt with
more Holy Water.
Do NOT keep any piece from the item for any reason. IF you cannot dismantle the item, bless it
with blessed water and oil and take it to a junkyard or dump and use some paint to write “cursed”
on it. You cannot control everything about how all this stuff goes. Just do the best you can. But
do not just abandon it alongside the road somewhere. Every time you or anyone else goes down
that road you could be subject to attack.

Items of Antiquity: (Museum quality or other valuable items)

Bag and knot them if small, or, if large, simply donate them whole without spraying water or oil
on them, to a local public State or Federal owned and run museum, not a private one run for
profit or thrift store. Once they reach the museum and are taken out of the bag, whatever spirit or
entity or curse is attached to the object will simply return to the place or land from which it
originated. A State or Federal museum is public domain and being such, there is no particular
person that takes personal ownership over the contents. Were you to give it to a museum
personally owned and run or run by a local lodge or group for profit, the spirit or entity or even
the curse could stay on the property as it becomes ‘enslaved’ to its new master. Better to let it go
back to the land of public domain without incident.

I hope this information will help all of you. I will continue to add to this, as I find
more material you may need. If you have a specific question, send me an
email. I will contact you and update the instructions on this page.

